Using 63 bit simplex coding we demonstrate enhanced performance in Raman-based distributed temperature sensors using low-power (80 mW [2] , and the commercial development of DTS systems has been possible. The main drawbacks of Raman-based temperature sensors are caused by the low intensity levels of backscattered Raman light, which force one to use high sensitivity detectors and high power optical pulses in OTDR to enhance performance. Eventually, the maximum useful input power, and attainable performance, is limited by the onset on nonlinear effects (such as stimulated Raman and Brillouin scattering). The high power values generally used in ODTR pulses (of the order of 1 W), along with the high sensitivity requirements at detection, have represented a limiting drawback comparing to other distributed sensors, such as systems based on spontaneous Brillouin scattering, which are characterised by higher backscattered power levels, but at the same time by more complicated detection schemes, due to the small spectral separation between pump and Brillouin wavelengths [3] . The use of simplex coding (S-coding) in conjunction with OTDR can be effectively used to enhance the signal-to-
Introduction
Optical fiber distributed temperature sensors (DTS) based on spontaneous Raman scattering (SRS) have been intensively studied and developed commercially during the past years [1] . In most schemes the temperature dependent backscattered SRS radiation is usually monitored using optical time-domain reflectometry (OTDR) techniques, in order to give an accurate location of temperature variations along the fiber length. With these techniques, measurements of temperature variations as small as 4 K, with a spatial resolution of 10 m, over 10 Km single mode fiber have been previously reported [2] , and the commercial development of DTS systems has been possible. The main drawbacks of Raman-based temperature sensors are caused by the low intensity levels of backscattered Raman light, which force one to use high sensitivity detectors and high power optical pulses in OTDR to enhance performance. Eventually, the maximum useful input power, and attainable performance, is limited by the onset on nonlinear effects (such as stimulated Raman and Brillouin scattering). The high power values generally used in ODTR pulses (of the order of 1 W), along with the high sensitivity requirements at detection, have represented a limiting drawback comparing to other distributed sensors, such as systems based on spontaneous Brillouin scattering, which are characterised by higher backscattered power levels, but at the same time by more complicated detection schemes, due to the small spectral separation between pump and Brillouin wavelengths [3] . The use of simplex coding (S-coding) in conjunction with OTDR can be effectively used to enhance the signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) of the backscattered detected light without sacrificing the spatial resolution; actually, simplex codes have been demonstrated to be the most efficient among other suitable coding schemes, allowing for a good improvement in SNR even at short code lengths [4] . Experiments reported 9 dB of coding gain [5] , achieved with simplex coding with respect to conventional OTDR. The same coding technique can also be effectively used in DTS systems, where the SNR improvement can in principle be exploited to increase the measurement distance, to obtain a more accurate spatial resolution or to reduce the input pulse power level. In this paper, for the first time to our knowledge, coding techniques (namely simplex coding with 63 bit code length) have been used in Raman-based DTS. This has led to 5.8 dB dynamic range enhancement, allowing for the novel use of low power (80 mW), commercially available pump sources in Raman-based distributed sensing.
Theory
Monitoring the backward propagating Anti-Stokes and Stokes lines in an OTDR system allows for distributed temperature sensing, since their intensities are dependent on the fiber temperature, due to the change in phonon distribution. In practice, the ratios of Anti-Stokes to Stokes light intensities or Anti-Stokes to backscattered pump light intensities are typically used for distributed temperature measurement, since they are not only dependent on the absolute temperature according to simple analytical relations [6] , but also because they are independent on splice, bend or connector losses. In particular, the ratio between the backward propagating Anti-Stokes intensity 'AS and the backscattered pump intensity IBS, which was used in our measurements, is approximately proportional to:
where h in the Planck constant, k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, and AVR is the separation between Raman Anti-Stokes and pump light frequencies. Equation (1), properly corrected to take into account for the different attenuation experienced along the optical path at backscattered pump and Anti-Stokes wavelengths, was used in our experiments to measure the temperature variation along the optical fiber, with respect to the known absolute temperature (300 K) at the fiber input. Coding techniques in OTDR schemes provide substantial SNR improvements, which can be quantified by the coding gain, defined as the ratio of SNR obtained with coded OTDR to SNR obtained with conventional ODTR at a given distance, and equal total number of measured traces. For simplex coding, the coding gain G,,d for an arbitrary code length L is given by [5] :
GOD= 2j
Experiment
The implemented DTS system is reported in Fig. 1 Fig. 1(b) . In the experiments, the temperature of spool B was kept at 300 K and then raised to 330 K. (a) (b) The traces for Raman Anti-Stokes line were measured by using conventional and coded OTDR, in order to quantify the SNR improvement given by coding; conversely, the trace of backscattered pump light was measured with conventional OTDR only, since the corresponding SNR values are about 30 dB higher than for Anti-Stokes line. For calculating averaged trace in conventional OTDR, the number of measured traces was 180000 (corresponding to about 90 s measurement time excluding processing overhead), while, for coded OTDR, the number of measured traces for a single 63-bit codeword was only 2857. In this way the total number of traces measured for calculating the de-coded ODTR trace is the same as conventional OTDR (63x2857), hence allowing a thorough comparison of benefits provided by coding with respect to conventional OTDR. Fig. 2 reports the experimental OTDR traces (one-way backscattered power versus fiber length) obtained with the sensing fiber kept at room temperature (300 K, black line), and with heated spool B (330 K, gray line). Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b) show the averaged OTDR traces of the backward-propagating Anti-Stokes light, respectively obtained with conventional ODTR and 63-bit simplex coding. The increase in Anti-Stokes intensity in the heated fiber section is evident from both graphs; the benefits provided by 63-bit coding with respect to conventional OTDR in terms of noise reduction (with same averaging) are also clearly visible from the graphs. Fig. 2(c) , conversely, shows the averaged traces of the temperature independent backscattered pump light, obtained with conventional OTDR only (the curves are superimposed in this case). In order to quantify the benefits provided by simplex coding, the ratio IAs'IBs, corrected for wavelength dependent losses, has been used for temperature assessing.
Result is shown in Fig. 3(a) , where the calculated temperature is reported versus fiber length, in case of conventional OTDR (black line) and using 63 bit coding (gray line); benefits of coding are evident, providing improved temperature resolution with respect to conventional ODTR at every distance value. Achieved temperature resolution has also been calculated, as root mean square (RMS), in case of conventional and coded OTDR. Results of calculated temperature resolution versus distance are shown in Fig. 3(b) . 
